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Abstract
Negation scope resolution is the task that identifies the part of a sentence affected by the negation cue. The three
major corpora used for this task, the BioScope corpus, the SFU review corpus and the Sherlock dataset, have
different annotation schemes for negation scope. Due to the different annotations, the negation scope resolution
models based on pre-trained language models (PLMs) perform worse when fine-tuned on the simply combined
dataset consisting of the three corpora. To address this issue, we propose a method for automatically converting the
scopes of BioScope and SFU to those of Sherlock and merge them into a unified dataset. To verify the effectiveness
of the proposed method, we conducted experiments using the unified dataset for fine-tuning PLM-based models.
The experimental results demonstrate that the performances of the models increase when fine-tuned on the unified
dataset unlike the simply combined one. In the token-level metric, the model fine-tuned on the unified dataset
archived the state-of-the-art performance on the Sherlock dataset.
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1. Introduction

Negation is a common linguistic phenomenon in
natural language that reverses the meaning of a
sentence, phrase, word, etc. As Jiménez-Zafra
et al. (2020) stated, negation has a remarkable im-
pact on NLP systems. Therefore, detecting nega-
tions accurately is crucial for such systems. Many
previous studies have addressed the automatic
negation detection (Wu and Sun, 2023; Truong
et al., 2022; Khandelwal and Sawant, 2020) and
its application to downstream tasks (Moore and
Barnes, 2021; Barnes et al., 2021; Mukherjee
et al., 2021). Typically, the negation detection con-
sists of two subtasks: (i) negation cue detection,
detecting words that express negations (e.g., not,
no) and (ii) negation scope resolution, resolving
the part(s) of a sentence affected by the cue.

This study addresses negation scope resolution,
which is still a hard problem due to its complex-
ity. There are three primary corpora used for this
task: the BioScope corpus (Szarvas et al., 2008),
the SFU review corpus (Konstantinova et al., 2012)
and the Sherlock dataset (Morante and Daele-
mans, 2012). When performing negation scope
resolution with the model trained from the simply
combined corpora, one issue arises: each cor-
pus adopts different annotation schemes. Table 1
shows different annotations of negation cue and
scope for the sentence “She does not have a cat.”.
The difference causes a decrease in the perfor-
mance of negation scope resolution models. In
fact, Barnes et al. (2021) reported the experiment

Corpus Annotation of negation
BioScope She does not have a cat.
SFU She does not have a cat.
Sherlock She does not have a cat.

Table 1: Annotations of negation cue (marked in
bold) and scope (underlined) for the sentence “She
does not have a cat.” in the three corpora.

where simply combined dataset led to lower model
performance. Truong et al. (2022) conjectured that
merging different corpora into a unified dataset
based on a common annotation scheme can be
a potential solution for this issue. One possible ap-
proach for creating a unified dataset is to manually
re-annotate the three corpora according to a com-
mon annotation scheme. However, such manual
annotation requires expert linguists and consumes
much time and effort. Automated conversion of
negation scopes can be an alternative solution, but
to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous
study that has developed such a method.

Inspired by the points mentioned above, this pa-
per proposes a method for automatically convert-
ing the scopes of BioScope and SFU to those
of Sherlock1. We select the scope annotation
of Sherlock as the target for conversion because
it can represent more complex negation scopes
compared to those of BioScope and SFU. Using
the proposed method, we can obtain the variants

1Our code is available at https://github.com/
asahi-y/negation-scope-conversion.

https://github.com/asahi-y/negation-scope-conversion
https://github.com/asahi-y/negation-scope-conversion
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of BioScope and SFU whose annotation is almost
identical to Sherlock. By merging Sherlock and
the converted version of BioScope and SFU into
a unified dataset, we have a large training data
for negation scope resolution models. To verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method, we con-
ducted experiments of negation scope resolution
using the unified dataset for fine-tuning the models.
The experimental results show that the dataset
created by our method improves the performance
of the scope resolution model unlike the simply
combined one. In particular, the model fine-tuned
on the unified dataset archived the state-of-the-art
performance in the token-level metric on the Sher-
lock dataset.

2. Negation-Annotated Corpora

This section describes the three negation-
annotated corpora, which we use in this study.

BioScope The BioScope corpus (Szarvas et al.,
2008)2 contains biological text where negation
cues are annotated with their scopes. Sentences
(1) and (2) are examples annotated with negation
cue (marked in bold) and its scope (underlined).

(1) The transcription factors did not change.

(2) The feature was not seen in the resting cells.

Basically, the scope annotation covers only the
right of the cue. There are exceptional cases
where the scope annotation also covers the left of
the cue (e.g., a passive sentence is such a case
as shown in sentence (2)).

SFU The SFU review corpus (Konstantinova
et al., 2012)3 is a collection of reviews. Most an-
notation schemes of negation scope follow those
of BioScope.

Sherlock The Sherlock dataset (Morante and
Daelemans, 2012)4 contains Conan Doyle stories
annotated with negation cues and their scopes.
Sentences (3) and (4) are annotation examples.

(3) We did not drive up to the door.

(4) You’ll see how impossible for me to go there.

2https://rgai.inf.u-szeged.hu/node/105
3https://www.sfu.ca/~mtaboada/SFU_

Review_Corpus.html
4https://www.clips.ua.ac.be/

sem2012-st-neg/data.html

The annotation guidelines of Sherlock (Morante
et al., 2011) are based on those of BioScope, but
there are several improvements. The main im-
provements are as follows:

• The scope includes all the arguments of the
event being negated (e.g., the scope in sen-
tence (3) includes the subject “we”).

• Affixal negation cues are also considered
(e.g., in sentence (4), the affixal cue “im” and
part of its scope “possible” are distinguished).

• Discontinuous scopes are allowed.

These improvements make it possible to rep-
resent more complex negation scopes. Fancellu
et al. (2017) pointed out that the scope annotation
of Sherlock is linguistically motivated. Considering
these points, this study explores a method for con-
verting the scopes of BioScope and SFU to those
of Sherlock.

3. Negation Scope Conversion

This section proposes a method for automatically
converting the negation scopes of BioScope5 and
SFU to those of Sherlock. We use a negation
scope resolution method as a basis of conversion.
Below, the combination of BioScope and SFU is
called B&S6.

To utilize the correct scope annotations in B&S,
our method converts negation scopes of B&S as
follows:

Sleft ∪ Scue ∪ Smid ∪ Sright

where

Sleft =

{
Lc(SB&S) (Lc(SB&S) ̸= ∅)
Lc(Sres) (Lc(SB&S) = ∅),

Smid = Mc(SB&S), Sright = Rc(SB&S).

Here, SB&S and Sres represent the scopes of B&S
and the result of a scope resolution method, re-
spectively. c is a negation cue. Scue represents
internal structure of the cue and is defined in the
next section. Lc(S), Mc(S) and Rc(S) are the left,
middle7 and right parts of the scope, respectively

5As in the previous studies, we use the two sub-
corpora of BioScope: Abstract and FullPaper, because
the original texts of the other sub-corpus (Clinical) is not
publicly available.

6Unlike SFU and Sherlock, the scope annotation of
BioScope includes the cue. To handle this format differ-
ence, we remove cues from scopes of BioScope as a
pre-processing.

7Mc(S) exists only when the negation cue consists
of multiple words and the words are discontinuous (e.g.,
neither, nor…).

https://rgai.inf.u-szeged.hu/node/105
https://www.sfu.ca/~mtaboada/SFU_Review_Corpus.html
https://www.sfu.ca/~mtaboada/SFU_Review_Corpus.html
https://www.clips.ua.ac.be/sem2012-st-neg/data.html
https://www.clips.ua.ac.be/sem2012-st-neg/data.html
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Figure 1: Example of scope conversion.
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Figure 2: Parse tree of the sentence “Surprisingly,
the restaurant didn’t accept credit cards.”, high-
lighting candidate constituents. Enclosed parts
are removed in the adjustment step.

and are defined as follows:

Lc(S) = {i ∈ S | i < cl},
Mc(S) = {i ∈ S | cl < i < cr},
Rc(S) = {i ∈ S | cr < i}.

Here, cl and cr represent the positions in the sen-
tence for the leftmost and rightmost words of the
negation cues, respectively. The calculation is
based on the following observations in the train-
ing data and the annotation guidelines of the three
corpora:

1. Rc(SB&S) and Rc(SSH), as well as Mc(SB&S)
and Mc(SSH) can be regarded as almost iden-
tical. Here, SSH is the scope of the Sherlock
dataset.

2. Lc(SB&S) and Lc(SSH) can be regarded as al-
most identical if Lc(SB&S) ̸= ∅ (e.g., sen-
tence (2) is the case).

3.1. Affixal and Contracted Cues
Sherlock distinguishes the cue and its scope in the
word for affixal cues (e.g., unusual) and contracted
cues (e.g., don’t), whereas B&S treats whole the
word as the cue. We distinguish affixal and con-
tracted cues in B&S based on a simple pattern
matching. If B&S’s cue c has an affix in Vaff, or
a suffix in Vcont, Scue is a singleton set consisting
of the result by removing the affix from the cue.

Figure 3: Path pattern rules. Each row represents
one rule, which is shown in the order they are ap-
plied. The underlined rules are the ones we add in
this study.

Based on the annotation guidelines of Sherlock
(Morante et al., 2011) and the training data, we de-
fine Vaff and Vcont as follows:

Vaff = {dis, im, in, ir,un, less} , Vcont = {n′t,not} .

3.2. Negation Scope Resolution
We obtain Sres using the scope resolution method
of Yoshida et al. (2023) with several modifications,
which adapt to the domains of BioScope and SFU.
Below, we explain our modifications using an ex-
ample shown in Figure 1 with its parse tree shown
in Figure 2. The method follows three steps below.
We modify steps 2 and 3.

1. Parse the sentence and select the con-
stituents that dominate the cue as candidates.

2. From the candidates, select one constituent
corresponding to the scopes using the heuris-
tics.

3. Adjust the scope by removing certain ele-
ments from the constituent.

In step 1, the method parses the sentence and
considers all the constituents that dominate the
negation cue as scope candidates. In the sen-
tence shown in Figure 1, scope candidates for the
cue are RB, VP and S.

In step 2, the method selects one constituent
from the candidates using the path pattern rules.
In the example shown in Figure 1, the rule set
shown in Figure 3 selects the constituent S. We
add new path pattern rules to Yoshida et al.
(2023)’s rules. The additional rules are based on
the preliminary experiment using the training data,
where we observed that Yoshida et al.’s rules do
not cover verb and noun negation cues such as
“lack”. If none of the rules are activated, we use
default scope proposed by Read et al. For the de-
tail of default scope, see Read et al. (2012).

Step 3 is the scope adjustment, where heuris-
tic rules remove certain elements that are not in-
cluded in the scope. We observed that some rules
of Yoshida et al. are specialized for the literary do-
main like Sherlock. For example, noun phrases
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Method Token-level (%) Scope-level (%)
Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

Baseline (BERT) ∗ 94.44 89.23 91.76 99.11 71.77 83.25
Combination (BERT) 94.74 87.23 90.83 98.57 66.61 79.48
Conversion+Combination (BERT) 93.84 92.43 93.13 98.91 74.21 84.79
Baseline (RoBERTa) ∗ 92.08 90.44 91.24 99.45 58.60 73.74
Combination (RoBERTa) 93.58 87.29 90.32 99.19 58.44 73.53
Conversion+Combination (RoBERTa) 91.47 92.10 91.76 99.08 60.53 75.14
Khandelwal and Sawant, 2020 (BERT) ∗ – – 92.36 – – –
Truong et al., 2022 (RoBERTa) – Baseline ∗ – – 91.51 – – –
Truong et al., 2022 (RoBERTa) – CueNB – – 91.24 – – –
Wu and Sun, 2023 (BERT) 95.12 90.57 92.77 – – 85.35
Wu and Sun, 2023 (RoBERTa) 94.54 91.24 92.85 – – 87.10
Yoshida et al., 2023 (heuristics) ∗∗ 89.32 94.30 91.74 98.94 74.70 85.13

Table 2: Results for negation scope resolution. The scores in our experiments are an average of five
runs with different random seeds. The previous studies used only Sherlock for the training. Values
marked in bold and underlined represent the highest and the second-highest scores for each evaluation
metric, respectively. ∗ Baseline (BERT) and Baseline (RoBERTa) can be regarded as reproductions of
Khandelwal and Sawant (2020) and Truong et al. (2022) – Baseline, respectively. The score difference
between the reproduction and the original paper is due to the differences in random seeds. ∗∗ Yoshida
et al. (2023) used PLMs only for syntactic parsing. Yoshida et al. (2023) reported only token-level F1 in
the exact evaluation metric as the others; hence we derived the other scores by reproduction.

delimited by punctuations, which are commonly
found in dialogues in literary stories, are often ex-
cluded from the scope. Yoshida et al.’s rule re-
moves punctuation-delimited noun phrases from
the scope. However, in biological and review do-
mains, noun phrases delimited by punctuations
are frequently included in the scope. To address
such a difference in domains, we use only a subset
of Yoshida et al.’s rules that can apply to general
text. To be specific, we conduct the following ad-
justments:

• Remove constituent-initial punctuations, RB,
CC, UH, ADVP, INTJ or SBAR.

• Remove constituent-initial PP that is delimited
by a punctuation.

• Remove punctuation-delimited ADVP or INTJ.

• Remove CC and previous conjuncts if the cue
is in a conjoined phrase.

In the example shown in Figure 1, the rules remove
“surprisingly” and the comma following it.

As seen in the example shown in Figure 1, we
can accurately convert the scope of B&S to that of
Sherlock.

4. Negation Scope Resolution with a
Unified Dataset

We conducted experiments of negation scope res-
olution to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method in terms of scaling up the dataset

through scope conversion. We merged the train-
ing data of Sherlock and the converted version of
B&S into a unified dataset. We used the unified
dataset to fine-tune PLM-based models and per-
formed negation scope resolution.

4.1. Experimental Settings
Since B&S does not have official data splits, we
performed the data split for B&S in the same way
Truong et al. (2022) did8. SFU and Sherlock are
PTB-tokenized, whereas BioScope is not. As a
pre-processing, we applied NLTK (Bird and Loper,
2004) tokenizer for BioScope.

We fine-tuned BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)9 for negation scope res-
olution using the code of Truong et al. (2022). Fine-
tuning was conducted using three different configu-
rations: (i) Baseline, using only the training data of
Sherlock; (ii) Combination, using the training data
of Sherlock and the unconverted (original) data of
B&S; (iii) Conversion+Combination (C+C), using
the training data of Sherlock and the converted ver-
sion of B&S. The parsing process was performed
by Berkeley Neural Parser (Kitaev and Klein, 2018;
Kitaev et al., 2019) with BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
For the validation and the evaluation of the models,
we used the validation and test sets of Sherlock,

8We referred to https://github.com/joey234/
negation-focused-pretraining.

9We used bert-base-uncased for BERT and
roberta-base for RoBERTa, both of which are re-
leased in Hugging Face (https://huggingface.
co/).

https://github.com/joey234/negation-focused-pretraining
https://github.com/joey234/negation-focused-pretraining
https://huggingface.co/
https://huggingface.co/
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respectively. For all the settings, we adopted the
same hyperparameters as those used by Truong
et al. (2022).

4.2. Evaluation Metrics
We adopted the two evaluation metrics: token-
level and scope-level measures, both of which
compute precision, recall and F1 measure. The
token-level measure checks whether each token is
correctly predicted, while the scope-level measure
checks whether all tokens inside the scope are cor-
rectly predicted. A high scope-level score means
a high capability for the model to predict scopes
perfectly. The token-level measure is less strict,
and a high token-level score means the overall little
gap between the predicted scopes and the ground
truth. Token-level and scope-level measures cor-
respond to Scope Tokens and Scopes CM used
in *SEM2012 shared task (Morante and Blanco,
2012). There are two differences from the metrics
used in the shared task: punctuations are also in-
cluded in the evaluation, and gold cues are given.

We adopted these two metrics because they are
major ones that have been used in many previous
studies since their proposal in *SEM2012 shared
task. Using these metrics enables a fair compari-
son between the results of this study and those of
the previous studies.

4.3. Experimental Results
Table 2 shows the experimental results. As shown
in the previous studies, the simple combination of
the three corpora (Combination) led to lower per-
formance of the models. However, when using
the unified dataset (C+C), the performance of the
models improved. This supports the effectiveness
of our conversion method in terms of scaling up
the dataset through scope conversion. In partic-
ular, fine-tuning on the unified dataset mitigated
the tendency for lower recall observed in the pre-
vious studies. For token-level F1 measure, C+C
with BERT outperformed state-of-the-art models:
Wu and Sun (2023) and Truong et al. (2022).

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a method for automatically
converting the negation scopes of B&S to those of
Sherlock and merged them into a unified dataset.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
we conducted experiments of negation scope reso-
lution using the unified dataset for fine-tuning PLM-
based models. The experimental results showed
that a simple combination of the corpora resulted
in lower performances of the models. However,
when using our unified data for fine-tuning, the
model performances improved, which supports

the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms
of scaling up the dataset through scope conver-
sion.

For future work, we plan to manually anno-
tate B&S according to the guidelines of Sherlock
to evaluate how accurate the proposed conver-
sion method is. In addition, potential future work
includes fine-tuning the state-of-the-art negation
scope resolution model proposed by Wu and Sun
(2023) on our unified dataset, in which we can ex-
pect to achieve better performance.

6. Limitations

The proposed method has two main limitations: (i)
Parsing errors in step 1 lead to conversion errors.
Although we adopted the high-accuracy parser
(with 0.958 F1 on Penn Treebank (Marcus et al.,
1993)), parse errors still occur. (ii) The rules in
the scope resolution steps 2 and 3 cannot cover
all possible patterns.
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